Disclaimer for Research SMS
The given research call communicated to you via sms is strictly confidential and is meant solely for you as a
client registered with JM Financial Services Ltd. (“JMFS”) ‐ Stock Broker. You will not share this information
with any other person(s) in part or full or in any way whatsoever, without prior written permission of JMFS.
This is not an investment advice, the scrips mentioned in the sms may not be suitable or appropriate for you;
you must make your investment decisions based on your investment objectives, risk profile and financial
position. You should also make such investigations as it deems necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation
of an investment in the securities of companies referred in the sms sent to you, before making any investment.
You will ensure that any action taken based on this sms is taken in totality. Any partial/delayed execution may
not give desired results. You must know and appreciate that dealing/investment in securities market have
varying element of risk and it is generally not an appropriate avenue for someone with limited
resources/limited investment and/or trading experience and low risk tolerance. You should, therefore, make
your own independent judgment based on your specific investment objectives and financial position and also
consult your own advisors with respect to your investment decision and determine the merits and risks of
investing in securities market. Please remember that past performance may not necessarily be indicative of
future results. Different types of investments involve varying degree of risks including without limitation, price,
volatility, credit, liquidity and capital risks; therefore, no assurance can be given that the performance of any
specific scrip/security will bring comparable results in future. Also, the performance of scrips covered in the
sms sent to you, may be adversely affected by numerous factors including, for example, (i) business, economic,
and political conditions; (ii) the supply of and demand for the goods and services produced, provided, or sold
by such companies; (iii) changes and advances in technology that may, among other things, render goods and
services sold by the such companies obsolete; and (iv) actual and potential competition from other companies,
whether in India or abroad. (v) certain companies may need substantial additional capital to support growth
or to achieve or maintain a competitive position. Such capital may not be available on attractive terms or at
all. (vi) adverse news about the company/sector, (vii) poor results of the company (viii) unforeseen force
majeure events like war, hostilities, revolution, riots, civil commotion, strikes, lockouts, epidemic, fire,
explosion, flood, earthquake, an act of God, any act of Government or any such other cause. Hence, there is
no assurance, commitment, confirmation or guarantee of any fixed returns on investments in the given
scrips/securities. Any action taken by you based on the information given in the sms sent to you and if you
suffer any adverse consequences or loss, you shall be solely responsible for the same. JMFS expressly disclaim
any liability and responsibility for any losses arising from the use of the information given in the sms and JMFS
and its affiliates/associates/employees and directors shall not be responsible, in any manner whatsoever, for
the same.
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